APPENDIX A TO PART 650—OPTIONAL FORMAT FOR CONFIRMATORY LICENSE

The following format may be used for the confirmatory license to the Government required by subparagraph (f)(5) of the Patent Rights clause in §650.4(a). Any equivalent instrument may also be used.

LICENSE TO THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

This instrument confirms to the United States Government, as represented by the National Science Foundation, an irrevocable, nonexclusive, nontransferable, royalty-free license to practice or have practiced on its behalf throughout the world the following subject invention:

(invention title)

(inventor[s] name[s])

(patent application number and filing date)

(country, if other than United States)

(NSF Disclosure No.).

This subject invention was made with NSF support through:

(grant or contract number)

(grantee or contractor).

Principal rights to this subject invention have been left with the licensor.

Signed:

Name: __________________________________________

Title: __________________________________________

Date: __________________________________________

Accepted on behalf of the Government:

NSF Patent Assistant

Date: __________________________________________

PART 660—INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW OF THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

Sec.

660.1 What is the purpose of these regulations?

660.2 What definitions apply to these regulations?

660.3 What programs and activities of the Foundation are subject to these regulations?

660.4 [Reserved]

660.5 What is the Director’s obligation with respect to Federal interagency coordination?